
STANSTED AIRPORT ADVISORY PANEL held at COUNCIL CHAMBER - 
COUNCIL OFFICES, LONDON ROAD, SAFFRON WALDEN, CB11 4ER, on 
TUESDAY, 20 MARCH 2018 at 7.00 pm

Present: Councillor K Artus (Chairman)
Councillors T Farthing, M Foley, A Gerard and M Lemon

Officers in 
attendance:

A Bochel (Democratic Services Officer), R Harborough (Director 
- Public Services) and J Pine (Planning Policy/Development 
Management Liaison Officer)

Also 
present:

Councillors A Dean, B Light and J Lodge, M Peachey and B 
Ross.

SP5  STOP STANSTED EXPANSION UPDATE - PRESENTATION 

B Ross and M Peachey gave a presentation providing an update on the work of 
Stop Stansted Expansion. A copy of this presentation is included as appendices 
to these minutes.

Members noted that one view that could be taken was there was a lack of 
strategically joined-up thinking regarding planning application transport 
assessments and the Council’s draft Local Plan. They said it was in the interests 
of Uttlesford that major infrastructure interrelationships be given appropriate time 
for consideration.

The Director – Public Services said Stop Stansted Expansion had now been 
invited to a meeting with Uttlesford District Council regarding the application to 
expand Stansted Airport.

The Director – Public Services said Uttlesford District Council were not legally 
committed to the published planning decision deadline, and that it was only a 
target. There were no penalties for not meeting this date. The target date could 
be extended if the Council decided there was not enough information provided to 
decide on the application.

Members noted that many councillors had been concerned with lobbying tactics 
for emails supporting the application.

SP6  APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Fairhurst and Ryles.

SP7  MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

The minutes of the meeting on 3 October 2018 were approved and signed as a 
correct record.
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SP8 SECTION 106 OBLIGATIONS UPDATE 

The Planning Policy / Development Management Liaison Officer said the main 
change since the report last year was that the planning permission for expansion 
to 35 million passengers per annum had now been implemented. 

Two obligations relating to expansion to 25mppa had however not been 
complied with. These were:

 Planning permission for a visitor centre. This had not been developed because 
of security concerns over the location at the time.

 Funding towards the cost of the construction and running of a materials recycling 
facility was not provided because the District Council did not proceed with the 
scheme.

The Planning Policy / Development Management Liaison Officer said some 
35mppa obligations were ahead of their implementation schedule while others 
were behind. At the request of the Chairman, the next update to the Panel could 
focus more on outcomes.

SP9  CURRENT UDC INTERACTION WITH THE AIRPORT (NON PLANNING) - 
VERBAL REPORT 

The Director – Public Services said Uttlesford District Council was the airport’s 
Port Health Authority, it provided the border inspection post and the 
Environmental Health Team monitored food hygiene issues and in-flight catering. 
The Council was also engaged in discussions with the airport about off-airport 
parking, and a multi-agency taskforce would be convened to examine issues 
relating to this.

SP10  DISTRICT TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE - DISCUSSION 

Councillor Artus said members were concerned by a lack of strategic vision, and 
that transport developments did not encompass the needs of each other. He said 
the lack of strategic vision was compounded by the fact that the district plan did 
not consider passenger numbers beyond the current permissions and also that 
the airport’s transport plan did not consider the impact of the local plan.

The Director – Public Services said Essex County Council, as the region’s 
Highways Authority was fully engaged with Manchester Airport Group’s 
application. 

The meeting ended at 8.35pm. 
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MAG Planning Application

• New Rapid Access Taxiway

• New Rapid Exit Taxiway

• 9 additional stands aircraft stands

• Unified aircraft movements cap

• Capacity will be comparable to Gatwick

• Gatwick likely to reach 300,000+ ATMs 
and 50mppa in early-mid 2020s.
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Key Statistics & Effects

2017 

Actual

Current 

Max

Permission 

Sought

Passengers (million) 25.9 35.0 43.0

Total Aircraft Movements 189,921 246,568 274,000

• Main adverse impacts of increased aircraft movement will

be in relation to noise, local air quality and CO2 emissions

• Main impacts of increased passengers will be in relation to

road traffic congestion and knock-on effects on air quality 
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Increase v 2017
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Note that aircraft will be larger as long haul increases and general 

aviation is phased out, or at least substantially reduced
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• Recent UDC advice to parish councils emphasises 

� “application has to be considered in light of (on 

top off, if you like) what is currently permitted.”

� “The application is NOT seeking permission for

a second runway”

• Comparing the application to the current permission 

rather than current actual is of course, the yardstick 

MAG would prefer, noting MAG’s claim last year:

“… no significant adverse environmental 

effects are predicted as a consequence 

of the proposed development” 

Assessing the Impacts 
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• But impacts compared to the baseline need to be 

considered as well impacts compared to base case: 

• EIA Regulations require the “likely significant effects 

of the proposed development on the environment” to 

be considered – i.e. baseline as well as base case

• Extract from UDC Scoping Opinion:

Assessing the Impacts – cont’d
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Annual Passengers 

2016 2023 2024 2028 2029

Original Proposal 24,300 35,200 37,000 43,000 44,500

Revised Proposal 24,300 36370 38,100 43,000 ???

Scoping Report (June 2017) 

MAG to seek permission for “approximately 44.5mppa”

Amendment to coping Report (October 2017) 

MAG “trimmed” its proposal to 43.0mppa” – or did it?

Amendment to Original Proposal

This 10 year forecast provide by MAG compares to a 25 year forecast 

(to 2030) provided by BAA for G1 application,

What happens in 2029?  2030?  2033?
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Why the Rush?

• Airports National Policy Statement (ANPS) due in summer

• Wider update of Government aviation policy due by end of year

(will also address the need to tackle aviation CO2 emissions)

• UDC Local Plan to 2033 unlikely to be settled before early 2019

• MAG forecasts that 35mppa will not be reached until 2023

• DfT forecasts that 35mppa will not be reached until 2033

• There are no lengthy construction works involved

• Brexit?  (Ryanair accounts for over 80% of Stansted passengers)

• What’s the rush? – MAG has agreed a timetable with UDC which

is less than half the time BAA allowed for the G1 determination.
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• Agreement with MAG on application timetable only 

became apparent following SSE ‘Cash for favours’ 

press release, despite officers’ assurance to council 

when seeking approval for the principle of PPAs:*
“Appropriate publicity and marketing of PPAs will be undertaken. The

concept will be explained to communities to help it to be understood.”

• Planning officers held 35 meetings with MAG during 

2016 and 2017.  

• 27 of these meetings are described as informal – and 

so (we are told) no formal minutes were taken.

• The remaining 8 meetings are described as confidential 

– and so (we are told) no disclosure is possible. 

*Paper dated 30 March 2017

Lack of Transparency
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Why does SSE want ‘Call in’ 

• Proposed development is clearly a “Nationally Significant 

Infrastructure Project under s.23(5) of Planning Act, 2008”.

• Implications of development extend well beyond Uttlesford 

– noise, traffic, CO2 emissions, economic, employment etc.

• Concerns about UDC resources/competence to determine 

this application – the largest since G1 – in such a rush.  

• Concerns about lack of transparency, prematurity, lack of 

engagement, limited opportunity for proper scrutiny.

• Concern that the application is viewed as a ‘done deal’.

• SSE’s evidence for the above is set out letter to 

Secretary of State available in full on SSE website.
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Martin Peachey
SSE Noise Adviser 
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YEAR

DAY NIGHT

COMPLAINTSAREA

(sq km)
POPULATION

AREA

(sq km)
POPULATION

2013 20.0 1,250 51.5 6,400 930

2014 21.6 1,650 56.3 6,650 1,022

2015 23.6 1,650 57.2 6,950 747

2016 24.8 2,050 61.9 7,800 4,170

2017 * * * * 8.411

Aircraft Noise Exposure and Complaints

*Not yet published

Since 2013 when Government published its Aviation Policy Framework and 

MAG acquired Stansted Airport:

• Area & population within noise exposure contours have continued to rise

• Noise complaints have risen nine-fold
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Since G1 35mppa approval Government Airspace Policy and 

Aviation Strategy has underlined the need for tighter rules

Noise Metrics and Assessment

New metrics & appraisal guidance to assess noise impacts 

• Lower thresholds for onset of annoyance

LOAEL 51dB LAeq 

SOAEL 54dB LAeq 

• Health impacts and QoL now included

• Number of flights taken into account. Can be a more 

significant factor than the average noise level

• Noise reduction is priority up to 7,000ft (previously 4,000ft)

• Background noise levels important for rural airports 
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Q & A
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